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The threshold for stochastic transport of high energy trapped particles in a 
tokamak due to toroidal field ripple is calculated by explicit construction of 
primary resonances, and a numerical examination of the route to chaos. Critical 
field ripple amplitude is determined for loss. The expression is given in 
magnetic coordinates and makes no assumptions regarding shape or up-down 
symmetry. An algorithm is developed including the effects of prompt 
axisymmetric orbit loss, ripple trappig, convective banana flow, and stochastic 
ripple loss, which gives accurate ripple loss predictions for representative 
Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor and International Thermonuclear Experimental 
Reactor equilibria. The algorithm is extended to include the effects of collisions 
and drag, allowing rapid estimation of alpha particle loss in tokamaks. 
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I. Introduction 

Loss of alpha particles or other high energy particles due to field ripple caused by the discrete 

toroidal field coils is an important consideration in the design of magnetic fusion devices. 

Collisionless losses are due to prompt axisymmetric orbit loss, ripple trapping, ripple-induced 

convective banana flow, and stochastic ripple loss. This work extends a previous calculation1 

due to Goldston, White, and Boozer (GWB), where stochastic threshold was estimated using 

phase decorrelation arguments, to explicitly calculate the resonance locations and widths, 

and explore the route to chaos. An expression for the stochastic threshold is found, and an 

algorithm is developed for energetic particle loss including the effects of prompt axisymmetic 

orbit loss, ripple trapping, convective banana flow, and stochastic ripple loss which gives 

reasonable accuracy in the estimation of collisionless loss in a tokamak. The calculation is 

carried out in general magnetic coordinates, giving expressions which can be directly applied 

to high pressure and noncircular equilibria without up-down symmetry, and the results are 

illustrated for alpha particle loss in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor2 (TFTR) and the 

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor3 (ITER). 

Any axisymmetric equilibrium field can be expressed in contravariant and covariant form 

through the equations 4 , 5 

B0 = VC x V # p + g W p x V0, (1) 

B o = f l rVC + /V0 + / i V V (2) 

with typ the poloidal flux, 0 the poloidal angle, and (," a straight-field-line toroidal angle. The 

coordinate system is a straight field line one. i.e. q($p) (the safety factor) gives the local 
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helicity of a field line q = d(/dO. The variable (," is related to the geometric toroidal angle <f> 

through C = <£+ v, with v a function of $p and 0, periodic in 8. The magnetic field strength 

BQ(^pi6) is independent of the coordinate (,". 

The perturbation of the magnetic field strength due to the N toroidal field coils is rep

resented by a modulation of the field amplitude 

B(%, 9,<j>) = J30(¥p, *)(1 + 6cos(Ncf>)), ' (3) 

with the ripple strength, 5, a function of position, determined by the coil geometry. The 

discrete coils also modulate the direction of the field, but the principal result for induced 

loss is due to the mirroring effect of the magnitude of B. 

Particles trapped poloidally execute banana-shaped orbits, conserving energy E and mag

netic moment /J, with E = mv?J'2 + fiB. Guiding center motion in this field is given by a 

Hamiltonian formalism incorporated into the code ORBIT and described elsewhere 5 - 7. In 

the following we use units given by the on-axis gyro frequency (time), and the major radius 

of the magnetic axis (distance). In these units p = \/2E is the gyro radius, which is the 

small parameter in the guiding center approximation. 

Axisymmetry, or the absence of ripple, makes the toroidal canonical momentum P<j> = 

gv\\/B — typ an integral of the motion, and this along with energy conservation means that all 

orbits are closed curves in the $p. 0 plane. The banana tips describe constant Kolmogorov, 

Arnold, Moser (KAM) surfaces8 in the XVP. <p plane. The KAM theory guarantees that for 

small ripple this phase space changes topologically only in a small region proportional to 

\fS where resonances produce islands. No diffusion can occur until these islands grow to 

overlap and produce chaotic wandering of orbits. To understand this process it is necessary 
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to investigate resonances in the banana tip motion. 

In section II the route to chaos is investigated, and a reliable expression for stochastic 

threshold is found. The complications of up-down asymmetry and ripple wells are treated 

in section III. Section IV develops the algorithm for loss, and in section V comparisons of 

predicted loss with guiding center calculations are given. Section VI discusses collisions and 

drag, and the conclusions are summarized in section VII. 

II. The Route to Chaos 

Consider the discrete map generated by a trapped particle, each step of the map correspond

ing to the banana tip position ( \PP. d>). As found in GWB the banana tip position is changed 

by the ripple, according to 

d^p = A±sin(N(j> ± TT/4), (4) 

where A±, the displacement at the upper and lower banana tip. respectively, is due to 

the ripple and is given by an integral over the unperturbed trapped orbit, most of the 

contribution coming near the bounce point. The displacement amplitude i s 9 - 1 1 , 7 

A 9P*T± 

± _ B(dBB/B)W [ 0 ) 

where 

1 ret ^lMeiNq(e-ef) _ n 
T* = 2R<1 M lef-w - ^ ( 6 ) 

and 6* are the magnitudes of the upper and lower bounce angles, respectively. These 

expressions are the result of integrating the drift equations in general magnetic coordinates, 

so of course include the effects of equilibrium shape. The only essential approximation made 
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is that the dominant contribution of the ripple occurs near the banana tips, which permits 

Taylor expansions around Of and 0b . This leads to the simplified form of the integral T±. 

The final expression for T± has been checked numerically and gives reasonable accuracy even 

for small 6* for typical values of JV, q. 

Each half bounce the particle moves ±.q(0f+9^) toroidally along the field,- and in addition 

drifts across the field lines. The successive bounce points are given by the banana tip map, 

first found in GWB and studied by many au thors 1 2 - 1 9 

%,t+i = %,t + A-sin{N4>t) (7) 

N(f>t+i = N<k + N<f>btt+1 + N4P,I+I (8) 

tfp,4+2 = # p , * + i + A+sin{N<t>t+l) (9) 

N(/>t+2 = N<j>t+i - N<j>b,,+2 + N0p,t+2 (10) 

where 4>b = QiOf + 9^), and \J/Pi<, ot is the initial position of the bounce point at the lower 

banana tip, and 4>p is the toroidal precession of the banana tip during one half bounce. The 

first equation describes the change of flux surface clue to ripple at the lower bounce point, 

the second equation the toroidal motion between the lower and upper bounce points, etc. 

The total precession during one half bounce in the straight field line variable £ is easily seen 

to be the same as precession in the toroidal variable 0, and is given' by 4>p = pP(typ) with 

P { % ) . /* de[mi + oAr + tf) _ o. + ,jfl)(/ + W)«.,B 
J-0- p p pp\\B-

a geometry-dependent integral independent of gyro radius, p\\ = \J'2E — 2p.B/B; primes 

refer to derivatives with respect to $p. 



Now we search the banana tip map for fixed points, which are the x- and o-points of 

resonances, for A± arbitrarily small. Expressions in the banana tip map are given in terms 

of the unperturbed orbit. Ignoring corrections to \&p of order A"± and to <j> of order A± the 

total change in the position of the upper banana tip in one bounce is given by 

cMp = Asin[N4>] + A+sin[N(4> + <p6 + op)} (12) 

and 

Nd<f> = 2N<f>p (13) 

Period one fixed points ( in the variable N^ ) are given by 

2N(j>p = 2kw (14) 

for all integers k. Similarly fixed points of period m are located approximately at N<j)p = 

kw/m. Note that the flux surface location of the fixed points is entirely determined by the 

precession motion. Now search for resonances for fixed values of energy E and magnetic 

moment fi, a condition which makes the bounce angle in the unperturbed orbit a function 

of \&p through E = /j,B{typ,Qb)- Consider first up-down symmetry. The toroidal location of 

the period one fixed points is then given by 

2N(f> = 2h - N{<j>b + (j)v) (15) 

for all integers /. 

At each resonance surface Ncj>p = k~ the ripple produces islands in the motion of the 

banana tip with period one, with the two values of .V<? in the interval [0, 2TT] giving the 

x-point and o-point locations. "Bounce resonances", with N<p6 = kit, will be seen to play a 
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role only nonlinearly; the bounce motion produces no fixed points in the map at small ripple 

amplitude. 

Now approximate fa and fa as linear functions in $ p , a simplification certainly valid over 

the scale of the resonance spacing. Typically, for 3.5 Mev fusion alpha particles there are 

hundreds of precession and bounce resonances across the plasma. The resonance spacing in 

poloidal flux is then given approximately by 

i% = ~ - (16) 

For the purposes of analysis we replace the discrete points of the Poincare map with 

continuous curves by introducing the differential time variable dt, with time measured in 

units of one half bounce. In the vicinity of a resonance surface the change in one bounce 

then takes the form 

dip = 2Asin(N(f> + w)co$(w)dt, (17) 

Nd<j> = 2Ncj>'pydt, (18) 

where tp = $,, — typk, w = Nob/2 + .Y<?;,/*2, the ± has been dropped in A since we are con

sidering up-down symmetry, and the subscript k indicates evaluation at surface k. Dropping 

terms of order A 2 these equations can be integrated to yield 

E(w,wk) - E(wk,wk) = ± [ ( 1 + y ^ ) ] 2 A o ; A [ c 1 - cos(X<j>+wk)] (19) 

where 

_, . ^ | £ 2 > 2 J + 2 , l+sivw (20) 



with En the Euler numbers. Since the original map is periodic in Ncpb and Ncf>p we can take 

—7r/2 < Wk < 7r/2. Integration constants have been chosen so that ci = ±1 describes the 

separatrix. The A; + 1st resonance surface is at u> = w^ + ?r(l + <f>'b/(f)p)/2 or Nfli]) = IT. In 

a typical equilibrium these derivatives vary significantly, so the properties of the map must 

be understood over a very large range. In TFTR, for example, again for 3.5 Mev alpha 

particles, \4>[I4>' \ typically has a mean of 10, a root mean square value of 30, and is greater 

than 50 in a very small part of the cross section. In ITER it typically has a mean of 80, and 

a root mean square value of 1000. 

In Figs. 1, 2 are shown examples of the Poincare map and the analytic representation 

given by Eq. 19 for A = 0.13, N(p'p = 1, N<b'b = 1, Wk — 0.6. One period one precession 

resonance is shown and in Fig. 1 the period 2, 3, and 4 precession resonances are seen at 

V> cz — 7r/2, — TT/3, and — TT/4 respectively. The value of Wk makes the map asymmetric and 

Eq. 19 is singular at IU = TT/2 or </• ~ 1. 

For Wk very near 7r/2 the period-one island is split into two islands each of whose widths 

scale as A rather than \/A. The threshold is somewhat changed, but these islands in 

combination with islands from nearby regions still destroy surfaces. Note however that if 

4>'b = dz(f>'p, all islands vanish, and the map has good KAM surfaces for all A. 

Stochastic threshold occurs in the manner described by Chirikov8, with the destruction of 

the last remaining KAM surface allowing diffusion of an orbit leading to loss. For |^ /^pl < < 

1 this occurs with increasing A, as precession islands of all periodicity grow until they 

overlap. In this case \w — u>k\ < 1 can be used in E(iv,Wk) and we have approximately 

{Ntf^Y = ±2cos{wk)N<f/pA[cl - cos(N0 + tr)] (21) 
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The Chirikov condition that neighboring primary islands overlap then gives an estimate for 

stochastic threshold 

A = 
4N<f>>p 

1 (22) 
^\cOs{wk)\ + y/\cO${Wk+\) | . 

with Wk+i = Wk + "(1 + <t>'bl4>'v)l'2, from which the infinity at (f>'b/<j)'p = ±1 and Wk = TT/2 is 

apparent. 

However, if <f>'b > <p', as is usually the case, the results are very different, and the approach 

to stochastic threshold is dominated by the generation of nonlinear "'bounce resonance" is

lands. For fixed A, increasing 4>'b leads to stochastic threshold, and yet the sizes of the period 

one precession islands decrease in this process because of the higher order terms in E(w, a). 

Thus the sequence of precession islands cannot explain this approach to stochastic thresh

old. Instead, we observe nonlinear generation of additional islands caused by the bounce 

resonances, starting in the vicinity of the precession islands. Heuristically, the displacement 

caused by the precession resonances shifts ob across bounce resonances. This happens when 

rp changes by the bounce resonance spacing TT/A'O/,. and thus will be important only when 

the size of the precession island is comparable to it and the shift resonates with the bounce 

motion. Since the orbit modulation is strongest near the precession resonances the effect 

begins near them and expands from them as o'h or A increases. This is best observed for 

small A, so that precession islands are small and well separated. In Figs 3-7 are shown 

Poincare maps of a period one island for fixed A = 0.01. N6'p — 1, with decreasing bounce 

resonance scale sb = 7r/(Ar<£'fc). Observe first that the islands become rhomboid in shape 

(Fig. 3, sb = 0.16) and then period doubling occurs by the creation of tall narrow islands at 

the original x-points (Fig. 4. * 6 = .1) and 1 he generation of small new satellite islands above 
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and below the initial one. The island width decreases in this process because of the higher 

order terms in E(w,Wk). In Fig. 5 the island has shrunk almost to the bounce resonance 

scale and bounce resonance replication has occured above and below it, and in Fig. 6 the 

scale Sb is comparable to island size. At this point the period doubled precession island has 

replicated to form five layers of islands. As o'b continues to increase this structure expands 

and approximates a web. In Fig. 7 is shown half the structure [tb > 0) for 55 = .04, at 

which point it has expanded to 4' = ±0.4 with about 10 layers of replication. At the same 

time, higher period precession islands are being duplicated in similar fashions. 

In Figs. S-ll is shown the bounce resonance replication of a period three precession 

island chain, again for A — 0.01. No' = I. Fig. 8 shows the initial chain at ip ~ 27r/3, 

SI, = .08. As 4>i increases the islands grow (Fig. 9) and replicate (Fig. 10) once and twice 

(Fig. 11), at which point $b is twice the island size. The relative importance of the different 

periodicities depends on the value of A. Only the period one islands have been observed to 

period double before replicating. 

Of course for 4>'b < <f>'p the threshold must' revert to the Chirikov expression given by 

the precession resonances. An approximate expression for stochastic threshold was found in 

GWB, 

A a = AWp| + d|fl|) ( 2 3 ) 

with c = 1 and d = 1. In Fig. 12 is shown the result of a numerical determination of 

threshold, averaged over a few values of «•*. by finding the minimum value of A allowing 

diffusion of at least one particle of a random set. of 250 across one precession resonance 

spacing in 105 bounces. A better fit is obtained with d = 0.5, and c = 1.0, not far from the 
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small <j)'b Chirikov estimate, Eq. 22, with mean values of coswk , cosivk+i = 1/2, c = - 2 / S . 

One point at <f>'b/<f>'p = 1000 was also obtained using 10' bounces, and also fits this expression. 

A large number of bounces is needed to investigate stochastic threshold for large $,/<#, since 

even well above threshold the diffusion is given by (d$p)2 = A2t with t the time in units of 

the bounce period. Thus for very small A a very long run is necessary to ascertain whether 

there exists a KAM barrier to diffusion. 

For small fiblfipi a s 1S apparent from Eq. 22, there is some Wk dependence of A s , and 

there even exist pathological cases; for example as noted before if iuk = TT/2 and cj>'b = ±cf>' 

there are no islands at all, and the map has good KAM surfaces everywhere for all values 

of A. Such cases do not of course occur in practice, where ob and op are very different 

complicated functions of position, but the threshold can display significant local variations. 

In Fig. 13 is shown the result of a numerical determination of the threshold for small (f)b/(f>p 

and the full range of Wk. The isolated high threshold point at Wk = TT/2 and <j>'h = <$>'p is 

clearly seen. (The results have been truncated at 2 for plotting purposes; the narrow peak 

is .infinite within computing limitations.) For d>'b/6'p > 4 the rapid variation of the bounce 

motion within one precession resonance spacing smooths out the dependence on Wk and Eq. 

23 is a good approximation. For up-down symmetry the results are independent of the sign 

of (f>'b. This is clearly seen from the map. since changing the sign of <z>& simply exchanges the 

upper and lower banana points ( for a given value of u't). 

Control of shear in critical domains where the ripple is near threshold can modify the 

density of bounce resonances and perhaps change confinement. Lowering (f)b is clearly ben

eficial, as seen in Eq. 23, but changes are not relevant unless the critical threshold for 

stochasticity can be made to exceed the local ripple value. 
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III. Asymmetry and Ripple Wells 

Now consider the complications of up-down asymmetry and ripple wells. Note that both 

the precession resonance locations and the bounce motion involve both upper and lower 

bounce angles. Thus up-down asymmetry affects stochastic threshold primarily through the 

magnitudes of A±. In Fig 14 is shown a threshold determination with unequal ripple values 

at the upper and lower bounce points. The numbers labeling the curves give the ratio of 

the smaller to the larger ripple value. For small asymmetry the threshold is modified only 

slightly from the value given by the larger ripple value, but when the ripple is zero at one 

bounce point the bounce motion no longer appears in the map. which reduces then to the 

Chirikov Taylor map with threshold A ~ I/[2.\<•>'). An approximate fit, which matches 

this limiting value as well as Eq. 23, also shown in Fig. 14, is given by 

A a = tf(|^|(2-rP) + .5r«|#|) ( 2 4 ) 

with r equal to the ratio of the smaller to the larger ripple value, p = 0.2, and q = 0.55, and 

A s is the threshold value of the larger ripple amplitude. Asymmetry increases the threshold 

for large values of 4>'hj'(b'p. 

In straight field line coordinates the condition for the existence of ripple wells is given 

simply by 

\deB\ < qBNS (25) 

If ripple wells occur at the location of alpha banana tips, new classes of collisionless loss 

mechanisms are possible, in addition to stochastic ripple diffusion. We consider the case 

with ripple wells on the side of the plasma in the direction of the grad-B drift direction, only 

on the opposite side of the plasma, and on both sides. 
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If ripple wells are located on the side of the plasma, in the grad-B drift direction, then 

banana particles will trap collisionlessly in the ripple at their tips quite rapidly 1 0. If the 

effective ripple increases along the drift trajectory (which is essentially a contour of constant 

\B\ ) - as is generally the case - the particles will exit from the plasma promptly. 

If there are no ripple wells on the grad-B drift side of the plasma, but wells on the opposite 

side (due to up-down asymmetry), then toroidally localized trapping is not problematic, since 

the drift is radially inwards. However it was shown by Goldston and Jassby 2 0 that in this 

case banana-trapped particles drift outwards at a rate 

where 8m represents the 'effective' well depth at the banana tip, as reduced by the axisym-

metric variation of B along a field line, e is the local inverse aspect ratio, and u>c is the 

gyro frequency. As noted in that reference, this drift gives rise to very rapid loss of banana-

trapped alpha particles. A specific calculation of the numerical coefficient, for this drift 

velocity is provided by figure 12 of reference 10. However the radial drift is so rapid that the 

particles can be considered immediately lost, again so'long as wells persist along the outward 

contour of \B\. It is interesting to note that vertical asymmetry causes no convective banana 

flow if local ripples are not present at either the top or bottom. This was shown numerically 

in reference 10, and analytically by one of us soon after. A more unified analysis along these 

same lines including an analytical derivation of the vanishing of the convective flow in the 

absence of ripple wells has since been published'21. 

In the case that ripple wells exist at both the top and bottom of the plasma, banana 

convection will only occur insofar as vertical asymmetry is present. However the presence 
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of the ripple wells on the grad-B drift side of the plasma will generally result in rapid loss 

even in the vertically symmetric case. 

It is worth noting that our calculation of A (Eq. 5) assumes that inequality 25 is very 

far from being satisfied. Figure 13 of reference 10 suggests that the actual value of < A 2 > 

can increase by a factor of up to 1.5 just at the boundary of the region with ripple-trapping. 

IV. The Loss Algorithm 

The threshold in the ripple amplitude for stochastic particle loss is 

BJdgB/B 
S, = - ^ - A . . (27) 

with As given by Eq. 24 for \<f>l/0'p\ > -4 and by the numerical results displayed in Fig. 13 

for smaller values. Detailed comparison of these results to guiding center simulations with 

application to particular experiments involves an algorithm which takes into account ripple 

strength, geometry, and particle distribution. It is first necessary to evaluate threshold 

ripple values as a function of position, from Eq. 27. The loss domain is then constructed 

by forming the union of the'stochastic domain, with 8 > Ss. the prompt loss domain, easily 

determined using conservation of energy and toroidal canonical momentum, and the ripple 

well domain. The resulting union must be then reduced by excluding all particles which, 

although in a loss domain, cannot leave the device without passing through a confinement 

region. This is easily determined since stochastic diffusion, banana convection and ripple 

well drift are along paths conserving the magnitude of B at the banana tip. 

This loss domain for a given particle energy in the space of bounce tip location can 

be converted unambiguously to a domain in the space of magnetic moment and canonical 
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toroidal momentum n, PA. Total loss for a given particle distribution is then found with 

standard Monte Carlo methods by ascertaining for each particle whether it is within the loss 

domain. 

Although somewhat involved, this calculation of the loss for a distribution of 104 particles 

requires only seconds of computing time on the Cray Y-MP C90, whereas guiding center 

simulations require a fraction of an hour to determine collisionless loss and several hours to 

determine collisional loss with far fewer particles' 2 2 , 2 3. 

V. Stochastic Loss Calculations 

A recent analysis 2 2 , 2 3 of beam and alpha particle loss in TFTR using the simplest ripple 

threshold condition SQWB given by Eq. 3 in reference 1, not even the more complete Eq. 15 

in that reference, required normalizations of this threshold value, the normalization being 

a factor of 7 smaller for loss of alphas than for 100 kev beam ions, clearly indicating the 

inadequacy of that simple criterion. 

Some preliminary calculations have been made using the more complete algorithm de

scribed in Section IV for a number of equilibria with parameters of TFTR and ITER. These 

include a wide range of q-profiles. Sliafranov shifts, magnetic axis locations, field strengths 

and particle energies. In Fig. 15 is plotted the stochastic loss predicted using the algorithm 

given in Section IV, and from guiding center Monte Carlo simulations, as a percent of the 

total distribution. Prompt losses, banana convection losses, and ripple well losses, also sig

nificant in some cases, but predicted analytically as well as observed with the guiding center 

code, have been subtracted out to better determine the accuracy of the stochastic ripple 

loss, by far the most difficult to estimate. By comparison the errors in the prompt, banana 
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convection, and ripple well losses are negligible. The comparison guiding center runs are 

collisionless at fixed energy, which require less time than do complete simulations including 

pitch angle scattering and slowing down. The runs were for about S msec of alpha particle 

lifetime, by which time the total loss had converged. The initial profiles were monoenergetic 

distributions of alpha particles ranging in energy from 100 kev to 3.5 Mev, with uniform 

pitch and a radial distribution of the form (1 — r2)p in TFTR, with p = 9,5, and 2 and r the 

midplane minor radius normalized to the plasma edge, and of the form (1 — r ) 3 in ITER. 

Statistical errors in the guiding center loss runs resulting from y/n with n the Monte Carlo 

loss number are shown with dashed lines. The statistical errors in the values given by the 

algorithm are small since 104 particles were used. 

The TFTR and ITER equilibria were obtained with the PEST 2 4 - 2 5 code through solution 

of the Grad-Shafranov equation using profile data obtained from TRANSP 2 6 ' 2 7 . In Fig. 16 

is shown the 3.5 Mev alpha particle confinement domain for equilibrium 67885, a high 

current case with q on axis calculated to be 0.5 and q=5.5 at the plasma, edge. All trapped 

particles with bounce tips outside the shaded regions suffer banana tip diffusion. Predicted 

collisionless stochastic loss is 3.4%. Numerical guiding center simulations give losses of 2.6 

±1%. The shape of this domain, very different from the almost circular domains given by 

the simplest GWB criterion, explains how the algorithm described in Section IV can be more 

successful than the simplest GWB estimate. The numerical values of A s for small |0£/<#J 

shown in Fig. 13 are significant in this determination. In Fig. 17 is shown the domain in 

which \4>'b/<b'p\ < 2 for this equilibrium. Generally the use of the numerical values decreases 

the stochastic loss estimate, but the effect is not the same for all equilibria. 

We also considered a reversed shear equilibrium with TFTR parameters, with q=3 on 
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axis, q=2 part way out, and q=7 at the plasma edge. For this equilibrium the algorithm 

predicts that all trapped alpha particles are lost either in one bounce orbit or stochastically. 

Predicted collisionless stochastic loss is 6.0%. Numerical guiding center simulations give 

losses of 5.5 ±1.5%. 

We have also examined the new 20 coil ITER design, using equilibria and ripple values 

described in another publication2 8. Losses for high current operation with 0.5 < q < 3.5, 

both from the algorithm and from guiding center simulations, are below 0.1%. A reversed 

shear equilibrium in ITER has also been examined, with q = 5 on axis, 3.5 part-way'out, 

and 6 at the 95% flux surface. The predicted stochastic loss is again negligible, but the 

asymmetry of the ripple gives large losses clue to ripple well drift. In Fig. IS is shown the 

extent of the ripple well domain for this reversed shear case. The asymmetry causes the 

ripple well domain to extend to the edge of the plasma in the upper half of the cross section, 

allowing loss directly to the wall. Collisionless losses predicted by the algorithm were 14%, 

and a guiding center simulation predicted 13.8%. loss. This point is not included on Fig. 15. 

This loss rate could be problematic for such an operating mode in ITER. 

In Fig 19 are shown the domains of axisymmetric confinement and prompt loss in the 

space of /J,BQ/E with B0 the on-axis toroidal field strength, and P0, normalized to the poloidal 

flux at the wall, for 3.5 Mev alpha particles in the TFTR equilibrium 67SS5. We show only 

the principal domain separations, there are in addition some small domains of non standard 

orbits. See Hsu and Sigmar 2 9 for a more complete description of this representation. The 

domain T-C consists of particles which are trapped and confined. Also shown are passing 

confined (P-C), passing loss (P-L), and trapped loss (T-L) domains. Domain A consists of 

passing particles which are lost for t»|| > 0 and confined for i'|| < 0. The slim leaf shaped 
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region labelled p consists of particles which do have a point on their trajectory at which the 

parallel velocity vanishes, but which nevertheless circle the magnetic axis (potato orbits). 

Note that at a banana tip P& = — ̂ p , so the two horizontal extremes of the trapped particle 

domain, P^/ty^ = — 1 and 0 correspond to banana tips at the outermost flux surface and 

at the magnetic axis respectively. Potato orbits are found near the magnetic axis at the 

intersection of the T-C and P-C domains. Stochastic loss involves only the T-C domain, 

which the presence of ripple splits into a confined part and a stochastic loss part. 

The space of /.IBQ/E , P^ can be used to provide significant diagnostic information re

garding particle loss. In Fig 20 is shown the confined part of the T-C domain (shaded) 

including the effect of stochastic ripple loss, given by Eq. 27 for TFTR equilibrium 67885. 

The unshaded part of this domain (S-L) is predicted to be lost through stochastic ripple dif

fusion. The loss process conserves both E and ft so particles are lost by diffusing horizontally 

in this plot until they reach the prompt loss (T-L) boundary. Note that the potato orbits 

are well inside the confined domain. In Fig 21 are shown the initial particle positions of the 

confined particles in a guiding center simulation for the same equilibrium, with all particles 

initiated inside the T-C domain. In Fig. 22 are shown the initial positions for all particles 

which are lost in the guiding center simulation. The analytic domain in Fig. 20 slightly 

overestimates the loss (3.4% vs 2.6%). There are some confined particles shown in Fig. 21 

which are in the loss domain of Fig. 20, and a few lost particles near the T-L boundary of 

Fig. 22 which are inside the confined domain of Fig. 20, but the algorithm predicts the loss 

fairly accurately. Also noticable in Figs. 21.22 are some points outside the T-C boundary 

to the right. These are particles which do not circle the magnetic axis, but for which v\\, 

although small, has no zero along- the orbit, and they extend slightly beyond the boundary 
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of the diagram. Note that they are sufficiently affected by ripple that those adjacient to the 

stochastic loss domain are mostly lost. There are other subtleties of the representation, and 

we refer the reader to the article by Hsu and Sigmar for a complete discussion. 

In Fig 23 are-shown the final particle locations for the confined particles in a guiding 

center simulation for the TFTR reversed shear equilibrium, and in Fig. 24 are shown the 

final positions of the lost particles. Note that some of the lost particles have stepped rather 

far into the T-L domain. Since these particles are lost in one bounce orbit, this distance 

represents the step imparted by the ripple in a single bounce. The only particles not lost 

consist of a small fraction of the potato orbits, and some of the non-zero v\\ particles outside 

the upper boundary, whereas the algorithm predicts that all trapped particles are lost (6% vs 

5.5%). Note from Fig. 23 that some of the non-zero t'n particles outside the upper boundary 

are confined, but that those very close to the boundary are missing. Apparently those with 

v\\ closest to zero are stochastically lost by the ripple, but those with v^ sufficiently far from 

zero are unaffected. These orbits are significantly different, from those in equilibrium 67885 

because of the larger q value near the origin. The analysis of the loss for these orbits will 

be the subject of a future study. 

It has been suggested that potato orbits might have a low threshold for stochastic loss 1 7 

but these results indicate that their loss threshold might even be slightly higher than that 

given by the algorithm. In equilibrium 6788o they are all confined, and in the reversed 

shear equilibrium a small fraction of them arc confined whereas the algorithm indicates they 

should be lost. Note that with ripple the boundaries of all domains are slightly modified, 

in that it is always slightly easier to strike the wall with ripple than in an axisymmetric 

equilibrium. Some of the lost particles in Fig. 2-1 are actually outside the T-L domain. 
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VI. Collisions and Drag 

Pitch angle scattering is easily included in a guiding center code through the equation 3 0 

A' = A ( l - ^ r ) ± [ ( l - A 2 ) H 1 / 2 (28) 

with A = i>||/i> the pitch, r the time step, and v the collision frequency. This modification 

of the pitch can be performed each time step, and requires only that ur « 1. Collisional 

drag is given by a modification of the energy £, 

E' = E{1 - vEr) (29) 

with VE the slowing down rate, similarly with the condition UET « 1. A related formalism 

using explicit Gaussian spreading in pitch and energy has been given previously2 7. 

The rates for pitch angle scattering and drag are very much slower than the basic guid

ing center time scale, the particle transit time. Thus it is numerically possible to artifi

cially increase these rates significantly, speeding up the simulation2'. However, collisionless 

stochastic loss can take up to four or five hundred transit times to occur, and thus scattering 

and energy loss through drag cannot be artificially enhanced to the point that they would 

improperly interfere with the stochastic loss. Although the time for stochastic loss is very 

short compared to the slowing down time, it still represents significant computing time. 

Since the transit time is on the order of one microsecond, restricting the energy decrement 

to one percent in five hundred transit times completely precludes any enhancement, allowing 

no saving in computing time unless the stochastic loss process is also enhanced. This could 

be achieved by increasing the radial "kick" proportional to the square root of the collisional 

enhancement factor. Having a good algorithm for the stochastic loss domain is, however, 
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even simpler. It is then not necessary to wait for stochastic diffusion to occur; a particle can 

be counted as lost the moment it enters into this domain. In Fig. 25 is shown the confine

ment domain for 100 kev alpha particles for the same equilibrium as shown in Fig. 20. As 

the alpha particles thermalize, the confinement domain expands to cover the entire confined 

trapped particle region. Loss during slowing clown is thus determined by the competition 

between the diffusion due to the pitch angle scattering, which can move particles into the 

loss domains, and the steady shrinking of these domains with decreasing energy. Typically 

in TFTR the alpha, particle transit time is about 1 /t sec, the bounce time about 10 fi sec, 

slowing down time about 300 msec, and pitch angle scattering time about 25 sec at 3.5 Mev 

and 0.1 sec at 100 kev. The time step for ORBIT, with ripple, is about r = 10~8 sec. Thus 

if stochastic particles are removed during the run it is possible to artificially increase the 

drag and pitch angle scattering by orders of magnitude, similarly decreasing the length of 

the run. 

Similarly, increasing the pitch angle scattering can interfere with the effect of ripple 

trapping. Inclusion of the ripple trapping domain as part of the loss domain, i.e. counting 

particles as lost as soon as they enter the ripple well domain, treats the ripple well loss 

correctly while allowing an artificial increase of the pitch angle scattering rate. 

The only disadvantage of this scheme is that one does not obtain a correct lost particle 

wall distribution, since the correct wall impact point is not obtained for those particles 

removed because they are in the stochastic or ripple well domains. 

Full slowing down simulations of a number of cases reported previously22, and the re

versed shear case, have been repeated with an artificial increase in the collision and drag 

coefficients by a factor of up to 500 and periodic ejection of particles found in the loss do-
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main. Particle ejection was done at intervals ranging from l/10th to l/100th of the slowing 

down time, with no change in results. The computing time involved for a 1000 particle 

simulation was only 400 sec of CPU time compared to several hours for an unaccelerated 

simulation with 256 particles. Table 1 gives the results for these simulations. Some of the 

normal or unaccelerated simulations were carried out with more than 256 particles, the error 

for the particle loss in each case indicates the statistical deviation, obtained by dividing the 

particles of each run into ten groups and finding the standard deviation of the losses among 

them. 

Table 1. Collisional Simulations 

Parameters Loss % 

Device Equilibrium BkG q profile Axis cm Accelerated Normal 

TFTR 67885 4S 0.96 - 6.2 280 IS ± 2 23 ± 4 

TFTR 67241 45 0.83 - 15 293 37 ± 2 38 ± 4 

TFTR 55851 45 1.0 - 5.6 266 19 ± 4 21 ± 4 

TFTR R-S 46 3.60 - 6.9 2SS 38 ± 2 33 ± 4 

ITER 1001 57 0.54 - 3.5 839 0 ± 1 0 ± 2 

ITER 1002 57 0.54 - 3.5 848 0 ± 1 0 ± 2 

ITER post sawtooth 57 0.54 - 3.5 S4S 9 ± 1 S ± 2 

The equilibrium ITER 1001 is an H-mode case, with a ramp density profile, and equilib

rium 1002 is an L-mode case with density of the form (1 —r) 3. The post sawtooth equilibrium 

is an L-mode case with a constant density profile for the poloidal flux less than 0.7 times 

the wall value. TFTR R-S is the reversed shear equilibrium discussed in Section V. These 
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results are sufficiently good to encourage the incorporation of the algorithm into routine 

data analysis and integrated systems design codes. Additional numerical experiments will 

be reported in future publications. 

VII. Conclusion 

An improved understanding of the approach to chaos leading to stochastic loss makes it 

possible to make reliable, rapid, collisionless alpha particle confinement predictions, which 

can be exercised in a wide range of plasma scenarios, as needed. This obviates the necessity 

for extensive time-consuming guiding center calculations. The loss algorithm includes the 

effects of prompt loss, ripple well trapping, banana, convection, and stochastic ripple diffu

sion. An implementation of the loss algorithm into an artificially speeded up guiding center 

calculation makes possible complete guiding center loss estimates including drag and pitch 

angle scattering for full alpha particle slowing down times, in computing times short enough 

to allow incorporation of the algorithm into routine data analysis and integrated systems 

design codes. 
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FIGURES 
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Fig. 1. Poincare plot of precesssion island. A = 0.13, N<p'p = 1. Nd>'b = 1, w^ = 0.6. 
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Fig. 2. Analytic representation of precession island from Eq. 19. 
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Fig. 13. Stochastic threshold for small <?£/<&' 
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Fig. 14. Stochastic threshold for up-down asymmetry. 
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Fig. 19. Confinement domains in n/E, P^. 
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Fig. 20. Confinement domain, equilibrium 67885. 
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Fig. 21. Guiding center confinement domain, equilibrium 67885. 

Fig. 22. Guiding center loss domain, equilibrium 67885. 
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Fig. 23. Final positions of confined particles, R-S equilibrium. 
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Fig. 24. Final positions of lost particles, R-S equilibrium. 
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Fig. 25. Confinement domain, 100 kev, equilibrium 67885. 
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